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KEY CONCLUSION

The project researched the European ground electric transport market, 
which was segmented by vehicle type and end-use sub-segment.



Conducted end-user research and identified sound values in each 
segment.



The segment of electric bicycles is the volume-forming among all types 
of European electric transport 75% of units (5,600 thousand).



Safety and self-expression are important for scooter and bicycle users, 
self-expression is important for scooter, bicycle and car users.

End users of mopeds and motorcycles do not see value in 
sound - they are confident in their safety, and self-
expression through sound is not considered due to high 
speed and loud wind whistle.  At the same time, these 
segments are the smallest in terms of units: 86 thousand 
for mopeds and 25 thousand for motorcycles.



Safety and self-expression are important for the end 
users of scooters and bicycles, however, manufacturers 
and shares of both segments offer these options poorly, 
only scooter shares finalize the product with a sound 
device. As an alternative to the safety value, neon lights or 
a helmet-mounted speaker are used.



End users of electric cars are only interested in the value 
of self-expression: taxi and sharing services work with 
large brands and do not finalize the product.




MARKET ANALYSIS



The market for personal ground transportation in Europe is 35 million 
vehicles, 7 million (21%) of which are electric

MARKET ANALYSIS
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MARKET TRENDS

In order to combat climate change and its negative effects, Europe has adopted a ban from 
2035 on the sale of new cars with internal combustion engines




In 1973, the oil crisis pushed Europe towards the spread of cycling culture; 

In 2022, Europe's desire to limit the import of Russian oil may increase the pace of 
development of electric transport.



Electricity costs are lower than those for gas and oil.

MARKET ANALYSIS



89%

11%

In 2021 the share of EV is 11%. Norway,  Sweden and Netherlands 
are countries with largest share, UK, Germany and Italy – with 
largest volume

Passenger cars:



73%

27%

In 2021 the share of EV is 27%. Austria, Switzerland and Netherlands are 
countries with largest share, Germany is the country with largest volume

Bicycles:



38%

62%

Scooters: In 2021 the share of EV is 62%. The sharing end-user segment is 95% EV, 
Germany, Italy and France is the countries with largest volume



98%

Motorcycles: In 2021 the share of EV is only 2%. Netherlands is the country with largest 
share, Spain, UK, Italy and France – with the largest volume



77%

23%

Mopeds: In 2021 the share of EV is 23%. Belgium, Netherlands and Spain are countries 
with largest share, France is also with largest volume



VALUE PROPOSAL



VALUE PROPOSAL

The next step of the project was the formation of value hypotheses for all segments 
and the formation of a questionnaire for end users to validate hypotheses of the value 
of sound in electric vehicles.



As a result, responses were received from the end users of the European market, from 
which portraits of users of electric cars, bicycles, scooters and pedestrians were 
compiled.



To form portraits of users of motorcycles and mopeds, a sufficient number of responses 
were not received due to the small size and inaccessibility of the segment



According to the study, the largest number of target audience responses 
received from Facebook
End user questionnaire for 5 segments was compiled in Typeform.com



The largest channel with the received answers was Facebook groups












number of responses per channel

Groups of owners of electric vehicles on Facebook



Personal contacts of team members



Groups on LinkedIn



Advertising on Instagram

VALUE PROPOSAL



Formation of value hypotheses for target segments

VALUE PROPOSAL



According to the results of the questionnaire, pedestrians feel danger from electric vehicles. 
They consider drivers of scooters and mopeds the least competent, motorcycles and cars the 
most competent.

User portrait

The opinion of pedestrians about drivers:

Sound value hypotheses
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VALUE PROPOSAL

Can't hear an approaching vehicle

Thinks bicycle/scooter bells are annoying and 
hard to hear

Believes that scooters and bicycles should not 
ride on sidewalks
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All pedestrians in our study feel danger from 
electric vehicles. They call drivers of scooters 
and mopeds the least qualified drivers, 
motorists and motorcyclists - the most 
qualified.

Feels danger from electric vehicles



Drivers of electric cars believe that they are sufficiently protected, and the 
introduction of sound can be interesting from the side of self-expression.

User portrait Sound value hypotheses

Want to be more secure

Need non-verbal communication with 
pedestrians

Misses the mechanical sounds of the 
engine

The importance of self-expression

22%

30%

6%

53%

Prefers an electric car over a conventional one 
due to the environmental agenda, quietness 
while driving and lower electricity costs 
compared to gas and gasoline

VALUE PROPOSAL
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Cyclists affirm the value of safety and self-expression,

noting that they want to be more visible to pedestrians and car drivers
User portrait Sound value hypotheses

Want to be more secure

Need non-verbal communication with 
pedestrians

The function of scaring away animals is 
important

The importance of self-expression

Important function of emergency call for 
help in the event of a fall

The minimum weight of the bike is important
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VALUE PROPOSAL

Cyclists confirmed the value 
hypotheses of sound in e-bikes, 
especially highlighting the need to be 
more visible to pedestrians and car 
drivers.



Electric scooter drivers confirm the value of sound, especially in cases of 
communication with pedestrians and the safety of their health
User portrait Sound value hypotheses

Want to be more secure

Need non-verbal communication with 
pedestrians

The function of scaring away animals is 
important

The importance of self-expression

Important function of emergency call for 
help in the event of a fall
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old 
European

VALUE PROPOSAL

Electric scooter end users 
recognize the value of sound in 
vehicles, especially in cases 
where verbal communication is 
delegated to beeps and in 
extreme cases of health 
hazards



CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP



The final step was a dialogue with the businesses of nine selected 
segments. It was possible to establish contact with a selection of 
companies in 9 segments through customer support




CJM



SCOOTER:   There is a value gap between customer expectations and products 
offered by sharing services and manufactures that can be filled with THOR AVAS 



END USER 
EXPECTATIONS

WHAT SHARING 
SERVICES OFFER

WHAT MANUFACTURES 
OFFER

 TOTAL MARKET

 617k units

EV

62% (382k)

SCOOTER EV MARKET DIVIDED BY SEGMENTS

EUROPE SCOOTER MARKET VALUES IDENTIFIED THROUGH THE END USER QUESTIONNAIRE AND DIALOGUE WITH 
BUSINESSES


SAFETY FUN

SHARING
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Sharing service (Lime and Bolt) keep you safety and fun with the in-built speaker


Manufacturer Hiboy uses neon light to prevent traffic accidents 



BICYCLE:    There is a value gap between customer expectations and products 
offered by sharing services and manufactures that can be filled with THOR AVAS 



END USER 
EXPECTATIONS

WHAT SHARING 
SERVICES OFFER

WHAT MANUFACTURES 
OFFER

 TOTAL MARKET

 20 661k units

EV

27% (5 600k)

BICYCLE EV MARKET DIVIDED BY SEGMENTS

EUROPE BICYCLE MARKET VALUES IDENTIFIED THROUGH THE END USER QUESTIONNAIRE AND DIALOGUE WITH 
BUSINESSES
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Blinkee sharing service offers helmet with in-built speakers


Manufacturer Noordung offers futuristic boomboxes



MOTORCYCLE:   Poor features match low customer expectation. 

Neither business nor end users no dot need it now



END USER 
EXPECTATIONS

WHAT MANUFACTURES 
OFFER TOTAL MARKET


1 312k units
EV   


2% (25k)

MOTORCYCLE EV MARKET DIVIDED BY SEGMENTS

EUROPE MOTORCYCLE MARKET VALUES IDENTIFIED THROUGH THE END USER QUESTIONNAIRE AND DIALOGUE WITH 
BUSINESSES


SAFETY FUN

~100% (25k)
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Users feel safe


Pedestrians think motorcycle riders are the most skilled road users



MOPED:    Poor features match low customer expectation. 
Neither business nor end users no dot need it now 



END USER 
EXPECTATIONS

WHAT MANUFACTURES 
OFFER TOTAL MARKET


379k units

EV   

23% (86k)

MOPED EV MARKET DIVIDED BY SEGMENTS

EUROPE MOPED MARKET VALUES IDENTIFIED THROUGH THE END USER QUESTIONNAIRE AND DIALOGUE WITH 
BUSINESSES


SAFETY FUN

83% (71k) 7% (6k)10% (9k)
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MARKET POSITIONING

Manufacturer Mimito has in-built speaker used for emergency alerts, parking assistance but 
without Bluetooth connection for listening to music 



CAR

Und user do not pay attention to safety feature but prefer fun. It can be created 
with startups car manufactures, while their partnership are not fully formed




TAXI

SHARING SERVICES

MANUFACTURIES

END USER 
EXPECTATIONS TOTAL MARKET


11 766k units
EV   


11% (1 349k)

CAR EV MARKET DIVIDED BY SEGMENTS

EUROPE CAR MARKET VALUES IDENTIFIED THROUGH THE END USER QUESTIONNAIRE AND DIALOGUE WITH 
BUSINESSES
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MARKET POSITIONING

work with big brands, do not 
upgrade cars

work with big brands, do not 
upgrade cars

there are list of startups who 
need an AVAS partnership 



Sources
Market analysis



New registration of vehicles, average age and electric share, share by end-user segments:

     acea.auto; acea.auto

     Eurostat; Eurostat;

     Countryeconomy.com

     Motorcycle industry

     Statista; Statista 

     European shared mobility index

     Bicycle association

     LEVA report 2021

     Cycling UK

     taxi situation in Europe

     deloitte 

     electrive.com



Other indicators, used in model 

     GDP by countries 



https://www.acea.auto/files/ACEA-report-vehicles-in-use-europe-2022.pdf
https://www.acea.auto/figure/interactive-map-affordability-of-electric-cars-correlation-market-uptake-and-national-income-2021-update/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/prodcom/data/database
https://road-safety.transport.ec.europa.eu/eu-road-safety-policy/priorities/safe-road-use/cyclists/walking-and-cycling-transport-modes_en
https://countryeconomy.com/business/car-registrations/cyprus
https://acem.eu/registrations-of-motorcycles-in-largest-european-markets-continue-increasing-in-the-first-nine-months-2021-exceeding-pre-pandemic-levels
https://www.statista.com/outlook/mmo/motorcycles/europe#unit-sales
https://www.statista.com/statistics/393948/bicycle-sales-volume-in-the-european-union-eu-by-country/
https://mcusercontent.com/baa57cfb15e41471e5dd992db/files/2d18889f-9866-0237-503b-dc8e8bb2fd4c/European_Shared_Mobility_Index_2_2021_07_.pdf
https://www.bicycleassociation.org.uk/news-press/uk-bicycle-supply-in-2021/
https://www.cyclinguk.org/article/campaigns-guide/cycling-levels-in-european-countries
https://www.taxiforbundet.se/wp-content/uploads/2018/09/taxieuropaengprint.pdf
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/cz/Documents/consumer-and-industrial/cz-fleet-management-in-europe.pdf
https://www.electrive.com/2020/03/08/trend-europe-electrification-in-car-sharing-fleets/
https://www.imf.org/external/datamapper/LP@WEO/OEMDC/ADVEC/WEOWORLD/EUQ


Research for THOR AVAS

This report was prepared by the company's services and 
at the request of THOR AVAS. All sources were open or 
gave voluntary consent to participate in the survey.
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